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components in term s of their proportions and diffusion constants can be performed; also correction can be made w ith fair accuracy for th e effect of heterogeneous m aterial on the apparent diffusion constant of a main component. I t should be pointed out th a t the m ethod of analysis described does not make nearly full use of the experim ental d ata provided by the record of a diffusion experim ent and th a t its scope and accuracy m ight be increased considerably if a less clumsy means of handling the equations were to be found.
In classical hydrodynamics, the use of curvilinear spatial co-ordinates is wellknown. The conversion of the equations to these co-ordinates depends ultim ately on (i) the existence of a unique 'tim e ' in Newtonian mechanics common to all observers; and (ii) on the possibility of introducing spatial co-ordinate-transforma tions which do not involve the time explicitly. I f we denote by (X1, X 3) the fixed rectangular co-ordinates* of an element of fluid and by X 4 the absolute time, then the transform ation to a curvilinear system x2, x3) is given by X r = f r(x1,x 2,x 3) 1, 3),| X 4 = x4. J
The tensor calculus in three dimensions will then convert th e equations of hydro dynamics into the requisite form. B u t these operations fail as soon as we consider curvilinear, or indeed rectangular, co-ordinate systems which are in motion relative to the fixed rectangular co-ordinates. Instead of (1-1) we now have transform ationequations of the form X r -hr (xx, x2, x3 , xx) {r -1,2,3), X 4 = x \ and, to obtain the equations of hydrodynamics, we have to take refuge in cum ber some and unsymmetrical operations based on Coriolis's theorem. In this paper we develop a method of establishing the equations of hydrodynam ics for co-ordinatetransform ations of type (1*2) which is parallel to the classical theory developed for those of type (1*1).
The requisite m athem atical technique is indeed ready to our hand in th e extensions of Newtonian mechanics found in the theory of special relativity. I t is tru e th a t attention is there concentrated on velocities which are appreciable fractions of th a t of fight, so th a t the time-co-ordinates cannot be related by simple id entity as in (1*2). B u t this qualification is n o t essential to th e m athem atical formulation. Moreover the degeneration of special relativity into Newtonian mechanics is easily performed by successive approxim ations in term s of 1/c2, where c is the velocity of light.
( 1*2)
T h e k i n e t i c m e t r ic
Consider the kinetic energy of u n it mass of fluid which, relative to the fixed rectangular axes, is
We can imagine a geometrical representation of the motion of the u n it mass, its position (X1, X 2, X 3) a t tim e X 4 being plotted as a 'p o in t' (X1, X 2, X 3, X 4) in a four dimensional manifold whose metric is
The history of the motion of the u n it mass will be represented by a curve in the four-dimensional manifold along which ds2 = {1 -2
We do not suggest th a t th e manifold has any physical significance: the representa tion is merely an aid to calculation. We call ds2, the kinetic metric, and its tra n s formations under (1*2) will form the basis of our method. From (2*3) we observe th a t, neglecting term s in 1/c2, we have ds = dX 4 for the m otion of the u nit mass and hence, in Newtonian Mechanics, s and X 4 m ay be regarded as identical.
I t is convenient to introduce th e convention th a t an index represented by a Greek letter can take the values 1 to 4 whilst one represented by a Rom an letter can take th e values 1 to 3 only. Using the sum m ation convention, the differential form of (1-2) is dX r = ~ dx?, dX* = dx*. 
Since ds2 is an invariant, forms a symmetric covariant tensor of rank 2 in four dimensions. Clearly, by (2*6) and (2*8), th e and g^ are, in general, functions of the tim e x* as well as of the spatial co-ordinates. Also if the curvilinear co-ordinate system (a:1, x2,oc?) is 'a t re s t' relative to the fixed rectangular system, the functions hr in (1*2) do not involve oc* explicitly. Hence, in this case, 744 = 0 , 7 ,4 = 74* = °. ] (2 . 10)
which are the conditions th a t the theory based on (2*9) should reduce to the classical theory derived from equations (1*1). In Newtonian hydrodynamics we deal w ith velocities which are small compared w ith c. We therefore assume th a t the functions hr are such th a t the y pv do n o t contain a factor of order c2. Hence in (2*8), gM is of order unity whilst the remaining g^v are of order 1/c2.
We shall also require the expression for the determ inant of the tensor g^. We write 9 = \\9pV II an<* A0 = j[||. I f A denotes the cofactor of y44, and A4p, the cofactor of y4j) in A0, then on evaluating g we find c ' c8 ' Hence, to term s of order 1 /c6, we find
We can now express the contravariant form of in term s of the contravariant We define the contravariant forms by 
We observe th a t g44, gpi are of order unity whilst the gpq are of order c2. Lastly, if the co-ordinate system we are employing is itself the fixed rectangular system we have, comparing (2*9) w ith (2*2) and using (2*12) also, all the other g^ and gpv being zero.
D i v e r g e n c e a n d v o r t ic it y o p t h e f l u i d
We define the contravariant velocity four-vector of the fluid element by dxp vp = . as (31) Since in Newtonian mechanics we neglect term s in 1/c2 and ds = dx4> (3*1) reduces to a four-vector whose components are
For the special case of fixed rectangular co-ordinates, we write this four-vector as
and ( U1, U2, Uz) are the velocity-components usually denoted by (u, v, w) in text-books.
The four-dimensional divergence (an invariant) of the vector is
which, on using (2*11) and (3*2) and neglecting term s of order 1/c2, gives us in Newtonian mechanics 1 p y A a(VA <JA \ 0a:4 dxp )
For fixed rectangular axes, by (3*3) and (2*13), we have
which is th e well-known expression for the qu an tity variously known in hydro dynamics as th e 'expansion', th e 'd ilatatio n ' or the 'divergence' of th e fluid. We shall adopt the latter term which is current in dynam ical meteorology. In m ost practical cases, the determ inant A does n ot involve the tim e xt explicitly and (3*4) reduces to
We note th a t, since © does not involve y 44 or the its m athem atical form is now independent of the m otion of the co-ordinate-system.
Turning to the definition of vorticity we remember th a t, in the three-dimensional treatm ent of hydrodynamics based on (1*1), vorticity appears as a solenoidal threevector (McConnell 1931) . Such vectors, when we pass to a four-dimensional tre a t ment, become portions of antisym m etric tensors of rank 2. Moreover, vorticity is a property of the motion of a fluid whose quantity, as opposed to its intensity, is relevant, which leads us to a tensor-density as the fundam ental definition (Eddington 1924) . We write /0 y T = g^V , (3) (4) (5) (6) and we denote by v" " th e covariant derivative of (McConnell 1931) w ith re to th e kinetic metric (2*9). The six quantities then form the components of an antisym m etric tensor of rank 2 and we shall define the vorticity-tensor by means of the relation < 3 ' 7 > Before discussing the general case, let us suppose th a t our co-ordinate system is the fixed rectangular system in which (2*13) and (3*3) hold good. We find, from (3-7),
and we observe th a t the three 'sp atial' components of are the components of (absolute) vorticity {£,7], £) which thus find themselves associated in a single tensor with the partial derivatives of the velocity-components w ith respect to the time.
We return to the reduction to Newtonian mechanics of the general form (3*7). An alternative way of writing (2*8) using the Kroenecker delta, 8^, is 0 a f{(^^4 a^{(^4^4 C 2^)^} 0a4 . 0i>4 1 ( 0 ( 7^^) 3(7w^)) '*d& 1,4 0a^ c2\ 0af 0^ /* (3-8)
The transition to Newtonian mechanics is now m ade via (2*11) and (3*2) by equating term s of order 1/c2 on each side of (3*8), neglecting term s of higher order. We find and we therefore write (3*10)
The three components of absolute vorticity as ordinarily understood in hydro dynamics are, as we have seen, £2s> £31 and £12. We can simplify th e notation for these three components as follows: let Imn be any cyclic perm utation of the indices 123 and let £ £mn> ®mn> G (3-12)
We observe th a t the (Oj (l -1,2,3) do n ot involve th e velocity-co fluid; they represent th e contribution to the absolute vorticity due to th e motion of the co-ordinate-system itself. We m ay call Q (l = 1,2,3) th e relative vorticity, or simply the vorticity, of th e fluid, since it is th e vorticity as it would appear to an observer using the co-ordinate system (x1, 2, xz). I to be irrotational to such an observer, i.e. if
then Q, = 0 (Z = 1,2,3). B ut, of course, this is n o t sufficient to make the absolute vorticity vanish when the co-ordinate-system is itself in motion.
. E q u a t io n s o f m o t io n a n d o f c o n t i n u i t y
In this section we recapitulate briefly the generalizations of th e equations of m otion and of continuity of a fluid in special relativity. We begin w ith classical hydrodynamics referred to the fixed rectangular co-ordinates. I f p is th e density and p th e pressure of th e fluid, and if th e external force per u n it volume other th an the pressure-gradient is (X, Y, Z), we can write th e equations of m otion in th e form dp u 1 ax4 + g i i W t ri)«+ p}+ dpUW2 3 ax2 ^ ax3 = />x, dpU* dpUlU2 0X4 + 0X1 + a r > (£ /a )a + * > + dpU2U3 0X3 pY, dpU3 dpWU* 8 0X4 + 0X1 + 0X2 + { p (v y + p } = pz , whilst th e equation of continuity is dp dpU1 d p U 2 dpU* 0X4 + 0X1 + 0X2 + 0X3 = °* (4*1) (4*2)
Remembering th a t, by (3*3), C74 == 1 and using (2*13), we can define a four-dimen sional energy-tensor r n pU/*Uv-^p , whose components are the quantities which occur in the partial derivatives in th e left-hand sides of (4*1) and (4*2). The only proviso we m ust make is th a t, to obtain the term d p / d X4 in (4*2) from 07T44/0X4 we m ust, in the latter, neglect th e term in -p/c2 in accordance w ith our Newtonian approxim ation. The four equations (4*1) and (4*2) m ay then be w ritten
according a s p = 1,2,3, or 4. The generalization of (4*3) and (4*4) to any co-ordinate system (x1, x2, xz, x?) in term s of which the kinetic m etric has th e form (2*9) is immediate, since they are tensor equations. We regard p and p as invariants and we replace (4-3) by = pvW -^(4*5)
whilst the left-hand sides of the four equations (4*4) become
i.e. they reduce to the four components of a contravariant four-vector called th e * vectorial divergence ' of the energy-tensor. We m ust generalize the Newtonian force per unit volume (X, Y, Z) to a four-vector/'" so th a t instead of (4*4) we now
as the equations of motion and of continuity of the fluid. We can, however, prove as follows t h a t / 4 is always zero: I f the co-ordinates are the fixed rectangular, we denote the force four-vector by / 4 and we know th a t / 4 = 0 by (4*4). B u t by th e rule for transform ation of contravariant vectors we have by (1*2), / 4 = f V da4 ,4 dXvJo dX*j0 fo = °*
. E q u a t io n s o p m o t io n i n t e r m s o p y o r t ic it y -t e n s o r
In covariant differentiation we trea t g^v and as if they were constants and we know th a t the covariant derivative, I v, of an invariant I is simply dl/daf. Hence applying the operation of covariant differentiation to the expression (4*5) for and inserting the result into (4*7), we find
I f we note th a t vv = gP*v.9tV and use (3*7) we can write (5*1) as
W{ptf)tV+c*J(-g) ^g f^p i f + gf^pifv^= pfv.
We introduce the invariant (v)2 = ifvv, and it is easy to show th a t -2ifvV(r.
(5 -3 ) We m ultiply this equation by g^ and sum over the four values of we find finally
d(v)^ 1 3d Vt(P *\ v + c j ( -g ) irvPV + -^T (5*5)
We now proceed to the Newtonian approxim ation. B y (3*2) and (2*8) we have the following approxim ate formulae:
Again, c^( -g)E)/lv = A the value of which is now given by (3*9); and (5-6)
Lastly, by definition, f T = gTJ v = gTrf r, since / 4 = 0.
Hence by (2*8), we write fi = ~~^%y±rfr = -^2^4> fq~ c2^QrfT = ' (®*®)
where Fq (q = 1,2,3) are the components of the Newtonian force per u n it volume with respect to the, in general curvilinear, co-ordinate-system ( 8). We introduce the foregoing expressions into (5*5) and we find when r = 4:
(pu% j i -+ -2 £yA puPZtp~y^A {y44+2 yP4uP+ W ) -(5-10) en r = q -1, 2 or 3, eliminating the factor 1/c2:
-( y , i + V,rUT)< P U % + -J & p (£ ,i + u p!Zgr ) -l p -^I{V u + z Y p inP + (u )2) -^, = -P F1<
(5-11) where in th e last two equations th e £ are defined by (3*9). Hence if in (5*10) we neglect the term s in 1/c2, we obtain (pu% = 0, (5-12) which by (5*8) gives us the equation of continuity
Incidentally we observe th a t y 44 and the yp4 are n o t involved in this equation so th a t its m athem atical form is the same whether the co-ordinate-system is in motion or not; indeed the m otion can only affect th e equation of continuity in cases where A is an explicit function of th e time.
In the three equations (5*11), since th e first term on the left now vanishes, we m ust have, on reversing the order of th e indices in the
which are th e required equations of motion expressed in term s of the vortieitytensor (3*9). I f the co-ordinate-system is a t rest relative to the fixed rectangular axes, the term s in y^, yp4 are zero. The equations (5*13) m ay also, of course, be expressed in term s of the velocity-components vP alone. The case of m ost interest occurs for spatially orthogonal co-ordinate-systems in which y pq = 0 when p ± q . Using (3*9) and (5*7) and writing d3 3 da*~dxi + U fa?'
( ' * we obtain, suspending the summation convention,
(5-15)
R a t e o f c h a n g e o f t h e v o r t ic it y -t e n s o r
We return to the equations (5*5) which we now write in the form id ( v i 2 dxr = g, (say).
(6-1)
The fo u r functions gT form the components of a covariant four-vector since vrt dp/dxT and f r are covariant four-vectors, whilst p and {pv?)fV are invariants. B y applying covariant differentiation to gT, we can construct from its covariant deriva tives an antisym m etric covariant tensor of rank 2, viz:
In th e left-hand side of (6*1), -g )i s a function of th e g^ a as a constant in covariant differentiation. Hence we obtain, using also (3-7), and since (6-2) and (6-3) yield d_ ds i f8af* From this equation, the formula for d£r/t/ds, the rate of change of th e vorticity-tensor 'following the m otion', m ay easily be obtained. Proceeding again to th e New tonian approxim ation, we use (2*11), (3*2), (5*9) and (5*12) and we neglect term s of order higher th a n those in 1/c2. The equations (6*5) become s» w a w = < 6 ' 6 )
where, of course, th e are now given by (3*9) whilst djdoc* is defined b y (5*14). These six formulae fall into two groups:
When either t or p is equal to 4 The three formulae so obtained give essentially th e rate of change of 'local' acceleration and could, for example, be used to calculate th e quantities 3 in problems of perturbed steady motions. B u t they m ust be employed w ith care for they involve term s in dp/dx* which arise through the slight modification of th e equation of continuity implied in th e definitions (4*3) and (4*5) of th e energy-tensor. Indeed, in a practical case, it is b etter to calculate 3%p/(3a^)2 directly from th e equations of m otion (5* 15) by p artial differentiation w ith respect to 4 (Sawyer 1947).
(ii) When neither r nor p is equal t o 4 The corresponding three formulae now contain no term s to which exception can be taken and they yield th e equations for th e rate of change of vorticity 'following the m otion'. To simplify them we again m ake use of th e convention th a t Imn is to represent any cyclic perm utation of 123 and we write X = dF™ dFn Y = dp l dp dp l dp 1 dxn dxm> 1 dxm dxn dxn dxm' (6*7) the case-tem perature effects are propagated w ith a speed small compared w ith th a t of light. Hence, in term s of our' moving curvilinear co-ordinate-system, th e equation of heat-transfer becomes
We now consider the Newtonian approxim ation. Since dx?
we observe th at, by (2*12), the term s on the right-hand sides of these equations are of order unity except for th e term s gardTldxr, which are of order c2. Hence using (2*11) and (2*12), ds = dx4,and neglecting term s approxim ation to (7*4) reads TdQ J dx* dT dp-1 dx* Jk_l_ p * J A with djdoc* given by (5*14). This therefore is the equation of heat-transfer referred to a curvilinear co-ordinate-system in motion relative to the fixed rectangular system. We again note th a t the m otion of the system will only affect the equation in cases when the and A are explicit functions of the time.
S p e c i a l c a s e s
We illustrate the foregoing general theory by two examples which refer to the motion of a gas on a spherical rotating E arth. I f we also w rite i1 = u, u2 = v, = w, (8-3) (8-4)
we obtain from (3*5) and (3*13) the following formulae for the divergence and vorticity
From (8*3) and (5*15), the reader m ay easily write down th e usual equations of motion; we tu rn to the equations (6*8) expressing the rate of change of vorticity. Using (8-6) and remembering th a t dkjdt and dl/dt are both zero since we are restricted to a small area around 0 , we find | --( * + , ) e + { { £ + ( * + » ) J + < * + o g -x , -r , .
• § -(i+ o e + { s^+ (^, ) | + (Z+ f l g -x , -r , ,
where the Xh Yl are given by (6*7) w ith (x1, x2, = (a;, y, z). A particular case of the third of these formulae has been obtained by Petterssen (1936) . He considers the case w -0 and takes X 3 = 0 so th a t the frictional forces have no x-or ^-components. He also writes in vector notation
Hence the third of the equations (8-7) becomes d (curl v) = -(X + curl v) div v + V/)-1 x ( -which is Petterssen's formula. We note, however, th a t by itself, it tells us little about the rate of change of the vorticity because, under the conditions assumed by him, the first two equations (8*7) are not identically satisfied.
20*2
I f the motion of the air which we are studying takes place in th e im mediate vicinity of 0 (as in aerodynamical problems) we can neglect the term s in k and l in (8-7) and consequently draw the axis Ox in any direction relatively to the eastwest line through 0. Formulae (8*7) then give us the expressions (referred to 'fixed' rectangular axes) for the rate of change of vorticity w ith any relationship between p and p, and any external force per u n it volume. To obtain th e classical equations due to Helmholtz (Lamb 1930) we proceed thus:
The equation of continuity m ay be w ritten, in our case,
,
and if, as Helmholtz assumes, pi s a function of p alone,* the Yt = 0 (I = 1,2,3).
If, moreover, we assume th a t th e external force per u n it volume is derived from a potential (i.e. no frictional forces act), we have X, = 0 (I = 1 ,2 ,3 ) .
Hence the first of the equations (8*7) becomes
w ith corresponding equations for , as found by Helmholtz.
(ii) Local cylindrical polars I f in (8*2) we replace (x, y) We now make the identifications x1 -r, x 2 = 6, x2 a;4 744 = °> 7 m = 741 = P ( z + « ) sin 0, = y 42 = \{k{z + a ) r c o s # + lr2},' 734 = 743 = -\kr sin 6, --7 n = 1> 722 = r2> 7 s3 = Vpq = 0 when = r.
We also introduce th e linear components of velocity, viz: 
dx*
Since our variables depend on r, z alone, we find, on evaluating the left-hand sides of these equations using (8* 13), th a t the third equation alone is an identity. The other two are " k-einO -0, r r2 \ oz) \r or r7 \ or r J r oz r
